SPRAYER INSTRUCTIONS

1. To detach sprayer handle and wand, remove the sticker and gently pull the wand from the bottle.
2. Unwrap hose from bottle.
3. Cut white plastic safety strip from pump and discard.
4. Add desired product according to label directions.
5. Make sure pump is securely screwed into tank by turning clockwise.
6. Make sure control lever on sprayer handle is in the “OFF” position by pulling back.
7. Slightly turn pump handle clockwise to unlock.
8. Pump handle up & down to create pressure in tank.
9. Point spray nozzle away from people and pets and desired plants.
10. Push the control lever on the sprayer handle to “ON” to begin spraying.
11. Adjust spray pattern by turning nozzle cap.
12. Pull control lever back to stop spraying.
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